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Abstract
Multicore platforms are being increasingly adopted in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) due to their advantages over
single-core processors, such as raw computing power and energy efficiency. Typically, multicore platforms use a
shared memory bus that connects the cores to the off-chip main memory. This sharing of memory bus may cause
tasks running on different cores to compete for access to the main memory whenever data/instructions are need
to be read/written from/to the main memory. Such competition is problematic, as it may cause variations in the
execution time of tasks in a non-deterministic way. To reduce the complexity of analysing this problem, the 3phase task model was proposed that divides tasks' executions into distinct memory and execution phases. The
distinctive memory phases are then scheduled to eliminate/minimize main memory contention between
concurrently executing tasks. However, 3-phase tasks running on different cores may still compete to access the
shared memory bus/main memory in order to execute memory phases. This paper presents a partitioned
scheduling-based approach that allows one to derive memory bus contention-aware worst-case response time of
tasks that follow the 3-phase task model. In particular, the bus-contention analysis is derived by considering two
memory access models, i.e., (i) dedicated memory access model, where a core having allowed to access the main
memory via memory bus is permitted to execute more than one memory phase, and (ii) fair memory access model,
that restrict each core to execute only one memory phase in its allocated bus access. Both these models
represent different system and application requirements, and the resulting bus contention of tasks may vary
depending on the considered model. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed bus contention analysis, we
compare its performance against an existing analysis in the state-of-the-art by performing (i) case-study
experiments, using benchmarks from the Mälardalen Benchmark suite, and (ii) empirical evaluation using
synthetic task sets. Results show that our proposed analysis can improve task set schedulability of 3-phase tasks
by up to 88 percentage points.
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Abstract
Multicore platforms are being increasingly adopted in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) due to their advantages over single-core processors, such as raw computing power and energy efficiency. Typically, multicore
platforms use a shared memory bus that connects the cores to the off-chip main memory. This sharing of
memory bus may cause tasks running on different cores to compete for access to the main memory whenever
data/instructions are need to be read/written from/to the main memory. Such competition is problematic,
as it may cause variations in the execution time of tasks in a non-deterministic way. To reduce the complexity
of analysing this problem, the 3-phase task model was proposed that divides tasks’ executions into distinct
memory and execution phases. The distinctive memory phases are then scheduled to eliminate/minimize
main memory contention between concurrently executing tasks. However, 3-phase tasks running on different cores may still compete to access the shared memory bus/main memory in order to execute memory
phases. This paper presents a partitioned scheduling-based approach that allows one to derive memory bus
contention-aware worst-case response time of tasks that follow the 3-phase task model. In particular, the
bus-contention analysis is derived by considering two memory access models, i.e., (i) dedicated memory access model, where a core having allowed to access the main memory via memory bus is permitted to execute
more than one memory phase, and (ii) fair memory access model, that restrict each core to execute only
one memory phase in its allocated bus access. Both these models represent different system and application
requirements, and the resulting bus contention of tasks may vary depending on the considered model. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed bus contention analysis, we compare its performance against an
existing analysis in the state-of-the-art by performing (i) case-study experiments, using benchmarks from
the Mälardalen Benchmark suite, and (ii) empirical evaluation using synthetic task sets. Results show that
our proposed analysis can improve task set schedulability of 3-phase tasks by up to 88 percentage points.
Keywords: Real-Time Systems, Multicore Processors, Partitioned Scheduling, Bus Contention,
Schedulability Analysis
This work is an extended version of the paper entitled “Bus-Contention Aware Schedulability Analysis
for the 3-Phase Task Model with Partitioned Scheduling [1]”. The main extensions include the formulation
of the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM) (Section 2), maximum bus blocking analysis for the FMAM
(Section 6), and the extensive empirical evaluation using a case study and synthetic tasksets (Section 8).
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1. Introduction
Multicore processors offer several advantages such as higher computational power and lower energy
consumption over traditional single-core computing platforms. However, the use of multicore processors
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(a) The PRedictable Execution Model (PREM)

(b) The 3-Phase Task Model

Figure 1: Phased Execution Models
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in hard real-time systems, i.e., systems with stringent timing requirements, is still under the scrutiny of
the real-time systems community due to their unpredictable behavior. This unpredictable behavior is a
direct result of current designs which include shared resources, such as buses, caches, main memory, and
I/O devices. When accessing any of these shared resources, a task executing on a given core may suffer
inter-core interference from co-running tasks, i.e., tasks running on the other cores, potentially affecting the
execution time of the tasks in a non-deterministic manner.
Analysing the inter-core interference suffered by a given task is extremely challenging as it depends
on specific properties (i.e., number of memory requests, time required to serve each memory request, task
priority, etc.) of tasks executing on other cores at the same time instant. To simplify this problem, the
concept of phased execution models, e.g., PRedictable Execution Model (PREM) [2] was introduced. In
PREM, the tasks’ executions are divided into separate memory and execution phases. As shown in Figure 1a,
whenever a PREM task is released, it first executes a memory phase followed by the execution phase. The
memory phase is responsible for loading tasks’ data and instructions into the core’s local memory (e.g., cache
or scratchpad) from the main memory. During the execution phase, the core executes the task’s code by
processing data/instructions already available in its local memory without the need of accessing the memory
bus or the main memory. Effectively, in the PREM model, the shared bus/main memory is accessed by
tasks only during their memory phases which reduces the complexity of analysing the maximum inter-core
interference suffered by a task due to co-running tasks.
The 3-phase (or AER) task model [3, 4] is a generalization of the PREM model. As shown in Figure 1b, the 3-phase task model divides the task into three phases, namely Acquisition, Execution, and
Restitution. During the acquisition phase (also called A-phase), task’s data/instructions are loaded from the
main memory into the core’s local memory. During the execution phase (also called E-phase), pre-loaded
data/instructions are executed by the core, and finally, in the restitution phase (i.e., R-phase), the processed
data is written back to the main memory. Similarly to the PREM model, in the 3-phase task model, accesses
to the main memory via a memory bus are only performed during the memory phases, i.e., A and R-phases.
Phased execution models such as PREM and the 3-phase task model are usually used with a co-scheduling

Figure 2: Example schedule using the 3-Phase task model to mitigate the problem of inter-core interference
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Figure 3: The problem of bus blocking in the 3-phase task model
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algorithm to serialize the accesses to the bus/memory, thereby, eliminating/reducing contention. In this
direction, works like [5, 6] have been proposed that generate an offline schedule of 3-phase tasks such
that no two tasks can access the memory at the same time, thereby, eliminating inter-core bus/memory
interference (e.g., see Figure 2). However, such solutions may not be applicable when an offline schedule
cannot be forced due to the event-triggered/time-triggered nature of tasks. Consequently, when commonly
used priority-based scheduling schemes are considered, 3-phase/PREM tasks may still compete to access
the shared bus to execute their memory phases. For example, in Figure 3, task τi suffers bus contention
from task τk when trying to execute its A-phase as the bus was busy serving a memory phase of task τk .
The additional execution delay suffered by τi in Figure 3 is referred to as bus blocking 1 .
Bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on a multicore platform can have a significant impact on their
schedulability. Hence, several works have been proposed in the state-of-the-art that focus on bounding bus
blocking for the conventional task model [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Similarly, works like [17] focused
on bounding bus blocking for the 3-phase task model under global fixed priority scheduling. Therefore,
in this work we focus on analysing bus blocking and deriving the worst-case response time (WCRT) for
the 3-phase task model considering fixed-priority partitioned scheduling. Specifically, we show how bus
blocking suffered by 3-phase tasks can be bounded under two different memory access models, namely, the
Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM) and the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM). In the DMAM,
a core permitted to access the memory bus is allowed to execute more than one ready memory phase. This
can improve the throughput of the system by executing multiple memory phases, e.g., R-phase followed by
an A-phase, of tasks within a single memory access allocated to the processing core. On the other hand,
the FMAM facilitates the fair distribution of the memory resources, i.e., memory bus/main memory, among
all the cores that results in improving predictability. This is achieved by allowing a core to execute at most
one memory phase, i.e., A- or R-phase, when it is granted an access to the bus. We will first show how the
maximum bus blocking can be upper bounded under both these memory access models and then show how
it can be integrated into the worst-case response time analysis of tasks.
Contributions: This paper has the following contributions:
1. We propose a fine-grained analysis to compute the maximum bus blocking for 3-phase tasks scheduled
using partitioned fixed-priority scheduling. We show that the bus blocking suffered by the task can be
different when considering different memory access models. As a consequence, we formulate the bus
blocking analysis considering both DMAM and FMAM models.
2. We derive a schedulability test for the fixed-priority 3-phase task model by integrating the impact of
maximum bus blocking into the WCRT analysis of each task.
3. We compare our presented analyses against the state-of-the-art by means of case study experiments,
i.e., performed using Mälardalen Benchmarks suite [18], as well as through empirical evaluation, i.e.,
1 State-of-the-art approaches used terms such as shared resource contention, bus contention, memory bus contention, bus
interference, memory contention which is similar to the term bus blocking in our work.
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using synthetic task sets. Results show that our presented analysis tightly bounds the bus blocking
and improves task set schedulability by up to 88 percentage points.
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Paper Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the system and
execution models. Section 3 presents the background concepts. Section 4 discusses the problem formulation.
The bus blocking analysis for the DMAM is presented in Section 5, followed by the bus blocking analysis
for the FMAM in Section 6. The bus-contention aware schedulability analysis is presented in Section 7.
The experimental results are presented in Section 8. Section 9 presents the related work and Section 10
concludes the paper.
2. System Model
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We consider a multicore platform with m identical cores (π1 , π2 , . . . , πm ) where each core has a local
memory (i.e., scratchpad or local cache), large enough to store the data/instructions of the largest task in
the taskset. Tasks are partitioned to cores at design-time and cannot migrate to any other core at run-time.
Similarly to existing works [7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 16], we assume a single-channel shared memory bus that
connects all the cores to the main memory and the memory bus can only handle one memory phase2 at a
time, i.e., only one task can access the main memory at a time. A memory phase cannot be preempted once
it accesses the memory bus to perform memory transactions. Furthermore, we assume that the memory bus
arbitration policy is First-Come First-Served (FCFS) which is a work-conserving policy.
2.1. Task Model
We consider a task set Γ comprising n sporadic tasks from which the subset Γ′ is assigned to each
core according to the given task-to-core mapping strategy. Each task τi is characterized by its minimum
inter-arrival time Ti and its constrained deadline Di , where Di ≤ Ti . Each task τi is executed according
to the 3-phase task model. In this model, the execution of a task τi is divided into three phases, namely:
Acquisition (A), Execution (E) and Restitution (R). The Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of A, E and
R-phases of τi is denoted by CiA , CiE , and CiR , respectively. Thus, the WCET of task τi in isolation is given
by the sum of the WCET of each of the phases, i.e., Ci = CiA + CiE + CiRP
. The task utilization of task τi
i
is
given
by
and
the
core
utilization
of
a
given
core
π
is given by Ui = C
l
τi ∈Γ′l Ui . The bus utilization of
Ti
A
R
P
C +C
C A +C R
task τi is given by i Ti i and the total bus utilization of the taskset Γ is given by τi ∈Γ i Ti i . Each task
releases potentially infinite number of jobs where each job instance is denoted by k. The response time of
the k th job of task τi is defined as the time difference between its release and its completion. The response
time of the k th job of task τi executing on a given core πl is denoted by Ri,k,l and the Worst-Case Response
max
Time (WCRT) of task τi , denoted by Ri,l
which is given by maximizing Ri,k,l over all jobs of τi within a
time interval of a given length.
For notational convenience, we define the following set of tasks: hepi,l denotes the set of tasks with
higher or equal priority than τi (including τi ) executing on core πl ; hpi,l (resp. lpi,l ) denotes the set of tasks
with priority higher (resp. lower) than τi on core πl .
For clarity, throughout the document, we refer to the core on which task τi (i.e., the task under analysis)
executes as the local core, denoted by πl . Similarly, any core other than the local core is referred to as a
remote core and denoted by πr .
2.2. Execution Model
In the 3-phase task model, the A-phase executes first to fetch tasks’ data/instructions from the main
memory and store them in the core’s local memory. Then, the E-phase executes the task’s code from the
core’s local memory. Finally, the R-phase writes the modified data, resulting from the E-phase execution, to
the main memory. Thus, the A-phase and R-phase are memory phases in which the memory bus is accessed
2A

memory phase, e.g., A or R, may comprise multiple memory requests.
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Symbol
τi
Ti
Di
Ci
CiA
CiE
CiR
Ui
πl
πr
hepi,l
hpi,l
lpi,l
Γ′l
Γ′r
Nπl (∆)
Nπr (∆)
Busi,r (∆)
Busmax
i,l (∆)
Wi,l
Ri,k,l
max
Ri,l

Description
ith task
Minimum inter-arrival time between any two consecutive jobs of
τi
Relative deadline of τi
WCET of τi in isolation
WCET of the A-phase of τi in isolation
WCET of the E-phase of τi in isolation
WCET of the R-phase of τi in isolation
Utilization of task τi
Local core (i.e., the core on which τi is running)
Remote core (i.e., any core other than the local core)
Set of tasks with priority higher than or equal than that of τi
running on core πl
Set of tasks with priority higher than that of τi running on core
πl
Set of tasks with priority lower than that of τi running on core πl
Set of tasks assigned to the local core πl
Set of tasks assigned to a remote core πr
The maximum number of times that tasks executing on core πl
can suffer bus blocking during any time interval of length ∆
The maximum number of times that tasks running on a core πr
can cause bus blocking during any time interval of length ∆
Maximum bus blocking suffered by τi due to tasks running on a
remote core πr during any time interval of length ∆
Total bus blocking suffered by τi due to tasks running on all remote cores during any time interval of length ∆
Level-i busy window for task τi executing on core πl
Response time of k th job of τi executing on core πl
WCRT of τi
Table 1: Table of Symbols
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to read/write data from/to main memory. Each task executes non-preemptively, i.e., once a task starts
executing its A-phase, it cannot be preempted by any other task until the completion of its R-phase. It
is assumed that at most one phase can execute on a given core at a time. The WCET of the E-phase is
assumed to be greater than 0. This assumption is inline with the state-of-the-art [2].
Each core maintains its own ready queue with tasks that are ready to execute, sorted by task priority.
Whenever a task in the queue becomes ready to execute, the core requests access to the memory bus and
if the memory bus is available, the core executes the A-phase of that task. However, if the memory bus is
busy serving a memory phase from another core, then the core busy-waits until the bus becomes available,
at which point it executes the A-phase of the task with the highest priority in its ready queue. Once the
A-phase of a task completes, the E-phase of the same task starts executing immediately on the core. Once
the E-phase completes, the task requests access to the bus to execute its R-phase. At this point, the core
may have to busy-wait for the bus again if the bus is busy serving memory requests from other co-running
tasks. Once the bus becomes available, the task can execute its R-phase and finalize its execution. Note that
under the considered execution model, due to its non-preemptive nature, a lower priority task τj running
on the same core can only cause blocking to a higher priority task τi , if τj starts executing before τi .
2.3. Memory Access Models
We consider two memory access models detailed as follows:
5
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Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM): When a 3-phase task is scheduled using non-preemptive
scheduling, after the completion of its A-phase, it will immediately start its E-phase followed by the R-phase.
However, once the R-phase of a task completes, we may have an A-phase of a subsequent task ready to execute. At this point, the bus/memory scheduler has to decide whether it will execute the A-phase of the
subsequent task on the same core or it will allocate the memory access to a different core. In the DMAM,
the bus scheduler ensures that if a core has a ready A-phase after the completion of an R-phase, the A-phase
must be served before allocating the bus to any other core. The main idea of the DMAM is to allow each
core to execute all its pending memory phases within an access to the memory bus. However, due to the
3-phase task model, a core can execute at most one R- and one A-phase in an bus access, as the core has
to release the bus during the E-phase execution. Once the memory phase(s) of the given core is served, the
bus access can be granted to other cores. This type of memory access model can be useful in systems in
which cores can made to execute a set of pending memory phases when access to the bus is granted.
Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM): In the FMAM, each core can execute at most one memory
phase (i.e., either A- or R-phase) when access to the bus is granted and another core is waiting to access the
memory bus to execute a memory phase. After the completion of the memory requests of a memory phase,
the bus can be granted to other cores. Due to the work-conserving nature of the FCFS bus arbitration
policy, a core can execute another memory phase after the completion of a memory phase if other cores are
not waiting to access the memory bus.
3. Background

150

In this section, we introduce the WCRT analysis of Fixed-Priority Non-Preemptive (FPNP) scheduling
for single-core systems. This analysis is later used to build the proposed memory bus-aware WCRT analysis
for multicore systems.
For single-core platforms that use FPNP scheduling, the WCRT of a task τi is observed in the
longest level-i busy window [19], which is defined as follows.
Definition 3.1. [Level-i busy window (from [20])] A level-i busy window is a time interval (a, b) in which
the pending workload of tasks with priorities higher or equal to that of task τi is positive for all t ∈ (a, b)
and 0 at the boundaries a and b.

155

For any task τi executing under FPNP scheduling on a single core processor, the longest level-i busy
window is computed by bounding the following terms:
1. Maximum blocking that can be suffered by task τi from the tasks in lpi taskset, and
2. Maximum interference that can be suffered by task τi from all the tasks in hepi taskset during the
level-i busy window.
Maximum Blocking Computation: In FPNP scheduling, only one job of a lower priority task in lpi
can block the execution of task τi [21, 19]. Consequently, τi suffers maximum blocking if that job has the
max
and its computation is given
maximum execution time over all tasks in lpi . We denote this term by Clp
i
by:
max
Clp
= max {Cj }
(1)
i
τj ∈lpi

160
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Maximum Interference Computation: Task τi can suffer interference from all higher or equal priority
tasks in hepi (including own jobs of τi ) that execute during the level-i busy window. Consequently, the
maximum interference τi may suffer due to tasks in hepi depends on the maximum number of jobs released
by all tasks in hepi in the level-i busy window. Several different methods have been proposed in the literature
to bound the maximum number of jobs of any task τh that may interfere with the execution of task τi . The
use of event arrival curves is one such technique proposed in [11].
When using event arrival curves, the upper event arrival function η + (∆) is used to denote the maximum
number of events that can occur in an event stream in any time interval of length ∆. Using the same concept,
each job released by a task τh ∈ hepi can be considered as an event. This implies that the maximum number
6

of jobs released by task τh in any time interval of length ∆ is given by ηh+ (∆). Consequently, the maximum
interference that can be caused by a task τh ∈ hepi in any time interval of length ∆ is upper bound by
ηh+ (∆) × Ch . Therefore, the maximum interference task τi can suffer during any time interval of length ∆
due to the execution of tasks in hepi is given by the following equation.
X
(ηh+ (∆) × Ch )
(2)
τh ∈hepi

Using the upper bounds on the maximum blocking and maximum interference that a given task τi can
suffer, the length of the longest level-i busy window Wi is given by the first fixed-point solution of the
following equation:
X
max
+
Wi = Clp
(3)
(ηh+ (Wi ) × Ch )
i
τh ∈hepi

170

ηh+ (Wi ) gives the maximum number of jobs released
Wi , and Ch is WCET of task τh in isolation.

by any task τh ∈ hepi in any time window of
where
length
Having computed the length of the longest level-i busy window Wi using Equation 3, the maximum
number of jobs of task τi that can execute within Wi is given by:
Ki = ηi+ (Wi )

(4)

Under FPNP scheduling, the WCRT of task τi is computed by computing the response time of each job of
τi that executes within Wi . To compute the response time of any job of task τi that executes within Wi ,
we must first compute the latest start time of that job because once that job starts executing, it cannot be
preempted by any other job.
Let τi,k be the k th job of task τi executing during Wi , then the latest start time si,k of τi,k is given by:
X
max
+ (k − 1) × Ci +
si,k = Clp
(5)
ηh+ (si,k ) × Ch
i
τh ∈hepi \τi

175

P
max
where Clp
is given by Equation 1, τh ∈hepi \τi ηh+ (si,k ) × Ch captures the maximum interference suffered
i
by τi,k from hepi task set (excluding τi ) in a time window of length si,k and (k − 1) × Ci accounts for the
execution time of previous jobs of task τi .
max
+
As si,k appears on both sides of Equation 5, it can be solved iteratively by initializing si,k = Clp
i
P
th
.
The
latest
start
time
of
k
job
of
τ
is
then
given
by
the
smallest
value
of
s
for
which
C
i
i,k
τh ∈hepi \τi h
Equation 5 converges. Once the latest start time of τi,k is computed, the response time Ri,k can then be
simply computed by adding to it the WCET Ci of task τi , i.e.,
Ri,k = si,k + Ci

(6)

Finally, the WCRT of task τi is computed by maximizing Equation 6 over all the jobs of τi that can execute
in the level-i busy window, i.e., from 1 to Ki ,
Rimax = max {Ri,k }
k∈[1,Ki ]

(7)

4. Problem Formulation
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Unlike single core systems, in multicore platforms multiple cores can execute tasks at the same time. As
all the cores share the memory bus to read/write the code/data from/to the main memory, tasks can suffer
bus blocking if the requesting task has to wait for the bus while bus is busy serving memory requests of
tasks executing on other cores.
7

Consequently, for any task τi executing on core πl of a multicore platform, the length of its level-i busy
window does not only depend on the tasks executing on the same core as τi but also on the bus blocking that
τi can suffer during its execution from tasks executing on other cores. Formally, let Wi,l be the length of
level-i busy window of task τi when it executes on core πl , where Wi,l is given by the first positive fixed-point
solution of the following equation:
X
max
(ηh+ (Wi,l ) × Ch )
+ Busmax
Wi,l = Clp
(8)
i,l (Wi,l ) +
i,l
τh ∈hepi,l

185
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max
represents the maximum blocking caused by one job of a lower priority task in lpi,l on
In Equation 8, Clp
i,l
P
τi , which can be computed using Equation 1. Similarly, the term τh ∈hepi,l (ηh+ (Wi,l ) × Ch ) captures the
maximum interference that can be caused by all tasks in hepi,l (including own jobs of τi ) during any time
interval of length Wi,l and can be computed using Equation 2.
The term Busmax
i,l (Wi,l ) in Equation 8 represents an upper bound on the total bus blocking that task τi
can suffer from all co-running tasks executing on all the other cores during Wi,l . As we briefly discussed in
Section 1, the bus blocking of tasks depends on the underlying memory access model. Therefore, in Section 5
we will first detail how to upper bound the maximum bus blocking of tasks when considering the DMAM.
In Section 6, we will do the same for the FMAM.

5. Bus Blocking Analysis for the Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM)
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As defined in Section 2, the Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM) allows each core to execute
at most one R- and one A-phase back-to-back without granting the bus access to any other waiting core.
Consequently, an A-phase cannot suffer bus blocking when it executes immediately after the completion of
an R-phase running on the same core. An example scenario is shown in Figure 4c in which task τk running
on the remote core πr does not suffer any bus blocking before its A-phase as it executes immediately after
the R-phase of τu on core πr . We will explain the computation of maximum bus blocking for DMAM in this
section.
Before explaining the proposed bus blocking analysis, we first present important properties on the DMAM
that will be useful for deriving the maximum bus blocking in the next subsection.
5.1. Properties of the Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM)
Property 5.1. For each bus blocking suffered by a job on the local core, a remote core can cause at most
one bus blocking, either from one memory phase (A or R-phase) of a job or from one R and one A-phase of
two different jobs running on that remote core.
Proof. When a job of task τi running on the local core requests access to the bus, the following scenarios
are possible.
Scenario 1: A job of task τu running on the remote core is already executing its A-phase. Consequently,
a job of task τi on the local core can only access the bus after the completion of the A-phase of the job of
task τu currently executing on the remote core. Therefore, in this scenario, the bus blocking that can be
caused by the remote core to one job running of task τi on the local core is equivalent to the WCET of the
A-phase of task τu executing on the remote core. This scenario is depicted in Figure 4a.
Scenario 2: A job of task τu running on the remote core is executing its R-phase and the ready queue of
the remote core is empty. In this scenario, the bus blocking caused by the remote core to a job executing on
the local core is equivalent to the WCET of the R-phase of task τu executing on a remote core as depicted
in Figure 4b.
Scenario 3: A job of task τu on the remote core is executing its R-phase and the remote core’s ready queue
is non-empty. Once the R-phase of the currently executing job is completed, the A-phase of the next job
in the remote core’s ready-queue will execute immediately. Thus, the bus will only be released after the
execution of one R and one A-phase of two different jobs of the remote core. In this case, the bus blocking
8

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

Figure 4: Bus blocking caused by a remote core for each bus blocking suffered at the local core
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caused by the remote core is equivalent to the sum of the WCET of one R-phase and one A-phase of two
different jobs running on that remote core. See Figure 4c for an example scenario.
Therefore, for each bus blocking suffered by a job on the local core, a remote core can cause at most
one bus blocking by either a memory phase (A or R-phase) of one job or a combination of one R and one
A-phase of two different jobs running on that remote core. The property follows.
Property 5.2. When a single job of a task on the remote core participates in one bus blocking, it can only
participate by its A-phase or its R-phase.
Proof. Directly follows from Property 5.1.
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5.2. Bounding the Number of Bus Blockings for the Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM)
As discussed earlier, in multicore systems, all the jobs that execute on the local core πl during the level-i
busy window Wi,l can suffer bus blocking from co-running tasks executing on remote cores. This can directly
impact the length of the level-i busy window and the WCRT of the task under analysis τi .
Without loss of generality, we start by computing the maximum bus blocking that can be suffered by the
local core πl from a remote core πr in any time interval of length Wi,l (i.e., the longest level-i busy window
on core πl ). We later generalize our analysis to account for the bus blocking that can be suffered by the
local core πl from all remote cores in Section 5.4.
To bound the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the local core πl due to co-running
tasks executing on a remote core πr , we define the following notations:
• Nπl (Wi,l ): the maximum number of times that tasks executing on the local core πl can suffer bus
blocking in a time window of length Wi,l . This value is computed in Lemma 1.
• Nπr (Wi,l ): the maximum number of times that tasks running on a remote core πr can cause bus
blocking during Wi,l . This value is computed in Lemma 2.
Lemma 1. The maximum number of times that tasks executing on the local core πl can suffer bus blocking
in any time window of length Wi,l is upper bounded by:
X
Nπl (Wi,l ) =
(9)
ηh+ (Wi,l ) + 1
τh ∈hepi,l
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Proof. By the definition of the level-i busy window, there is always a pending A-phase whenever an R-phase
completes its execution; otherwise the level-i busy window would terminate with the execution of the Rphase. Also, knowing that under the DMAM, each core can simultaneously execute the R- and A-phases
of two subsequent jobs, each job that executes during the level-i busy window (except for the first job) can
suffer bus blocking only once, i.e., before its R-phase. The A-phases of all such jobs will not suffer any
bus blocking because they will execute immediately after the R-phases of a previous job. Therefore, the
maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered
P by all jobs (except the first job) of all tasks that
execute on core πl during Wi,l is upper bounded by τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ).
9

Figure 5: Maximum number of bus blockings when τj ∈ lpi,l executes at the start of Wi,l

Figure 6: Maximum number of bus blockings when τh ∈ hpi,l executes at the start of Wi,l
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The additional 1 in Equation 9 represents two possible execution scenarios:
Scenario 1: If task τi is not the lowest priority task, one job of a lower priority task τj ∈ lpi,l can cause
blocking to tasks in hepi,l , in the scenario when τj ∈ lpi,l has started its execution before the start of the
level-i busy window, i.e., starting by the execution of its A-phase. Consequently, the additional 1 in the
Equation 9 accounts for the bus blocking that can be suffered by τj ∈ lpi,l before executing its R-phase
which can impact the length of the level-i busy window, e.g., see Figure 5.
Scenario 2: If τi does not suffer any blocking from a lower priority task (e.g., if τi is the lowest priority
task) then the first job executed in the longest level-i busy window can also suffer bus blocking before its
A-phase. In this scenario, the additional 1 accounts for the bus blocking suffered by the first job of task
τh ∈ hepi,l before starting its A-phase on core πl , e.g., see Figure 6.
Hence, the maximum number of bus P
blockings that can be suffered by all tasks executing on the local
core πl during Wi,l is upper bounded by τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) + 1. The Lemma follows.

Lemma 2. The maximum number of times that tasks running on a remote core πr can cause bus blocking
in any time window of length Wi,l is upper bounded by Nπr (Wi,l ), where Nπr (Wi,l ) is given by:
X
ηu+ (Wi,l )
(10)
Nπr (Wi,l ) =
τu ∈Γ′r
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Proof. According to the system model, each job consists of two memory phases (i.e., one A- and one Rphase) that can cause bus blocking. As we cannot predict the schedule of a remote core, the bus blocking
can be caused by all the jobs released on a remote core πr in any time window of length Wi,l , where each
bus blocking caused by a remote core πr can be composed of one R and one A-phase. From the upper
event arrival function, we know that the maximum number of jobs that can be released by a task τu on
core πr in any time window of length Wi,l is upper-bounded by ηu+ (Wi,l ). Consequently, the maximum
number of bus blockings that can be caused by a task τu on core πr during any time interval of length Wi,l
is also upper-bounded by ηu+ (Wi,l ). Since any task released on core πr during Wi,l can participate in the bus
blocking, the maximum number of bus blockings that can be caused by a remote core πr can be bounded
by considering all the jobs of allPthe tasks released on core πr in any time window of length Wi,l . Thus,
Nπr (Wi,l ) is upper bounded by τu ∈Γ′r ηu+ (Wi,l ). The Lemma follows.
5.3. Maximum Bus Blocking Computation for the Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM)
Having bounded the values of Nπl (Wi,l ) and Nπr (Wi,l ), it is possible to compute the maximum bus
blocking that can be suffered by tasks running on core πl during Wi,l from co-running tasks executing on a
10

Figure 7: Maximum bus blocking for Nπl (Wi,l ) > Nπr (Wi,l )
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remote core πr . Before explaining how the maximum bus blocking can be computed, we first define some
notations that will be used during computation.
Let MrA (resp. MrR ) be an ordered set that contains the WCET of the A-phases (resp. R-phases) of all
jobs released on core πr in a time window of length Wi,l , sorted in non-increasing order as follows:
A
A
A
, Cr,2
, . . . , Cr,
MrA = {Cr,1
N̂

πr

R
R
R
MrR = {Cr,1
, Cr,2
, . . . , Cr,
N̂

285

290

295

πr

A
A
≥ Cr,x+1
}
| Cr,x
R
R
≥ Cr,y+1
}
| Cr,y

A
R
and Cr,y
may
where N̂πr is equal to the value of Nπr (Wi,l ) computed using Equation 10. Note that Cr,x
belong to the same/different jobs released on core πr during Wi,l .
We compute the maximum bus blocking for the DMAM using the following three cases.
(i) Case 1: Nπl (Wi,l ) > Nπr (Wi,l ), the maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered by tasks
executing on core πl is greater than the maximum number of bus blockings that can be caused by tasks
running on core πr in any time window of length Wi,l .
(ii) Case 2: Nπl (Wi,l ) = Nπr (Wi,l ), the maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered by tasks
executing on core πl is equal to the maximum number of bus blockings that can be caused by tasks running
on core πr in any time window of length Wi,l .
(iii) Case 3: Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), the maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered by tasks
executing on core πl is less than the maximum number of bus blockings that can be caused by tasks running
on core πr in any time window of length Wi,l .

5.3.1. Maximum Bus Blocking Computation for Case 1
For Nπl (Wi,l ) > Nπr (Wi,l ), all memory phases of all jobs released on core πr during Wi,l can contribute
to the bus blocking (e.g., see Figure 7). This leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If Nπl (Wi,l ) > Nπr (Wi,l ), then the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the local
core πl due to tasks running on a remote core πr in any time interval Wi,l is upper bounded by Busi,r (Wi,l ),
given by:
N̂πr
N̂πr
X
X
A
R
Busi,r (Wi,l ) =
Cr,x
+
Cr,y
(11)
x=1

where
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A
Cr,x

(resp.

R
Cr,y
)

y=1

is the WCET of an A-phase (resp. R-phase) in the set MrA (resp. MrR ).

Proof. As proven in Property 5.1, under the DMAM, each bus blocking caused by a remote core πr can be
composed of either an A- or an R-phase of a job, or one R- and one A-phase of two different jobs released
on core πr during Wi,l . Since the precise bus access times of tasks running on core πr are unknown, if
Nπl (Wi,l ) > Nπr (Wi,l ), then in the worst-case all the memory phases of all jobs that execute on πr during Wi,l
can cause bus blocking to all tasks executing on πl during Wi,l (e.g., see Figure 7). Therefore, if Nπl (Wi,l ) >
11

(a) Possible scenario 1

(b) Possible scenario 2

Figure 8: Possible scenarios when Nπl (Wi,l ) = Nπr (Wi,l )
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Nπr (Wi,l ), the maximum contribution of the memory phases of N̂πr jobs, i.e.,
bounds the maximum bus blocking. The Lemma follows.

PN̂πr

x=1

A
Cr,x
+

PN̂πr

y=1

R
Cr,y
, upper

5.3.2. Maximum Bus Blocking Computation for Case 2
If Nπl (Wi,l ) = Nπr (Wi,l ), then all the memory phases except one from all the jobs released on core πr
in the time window Wi,l can contribute to the bus blocking. To explain, assume that the number of bus
blockings that can be suffered (resp. caused) by tasks executing on core πl (resp. core πr ) during Wi,l is
three. In this case, there can be two possible scenarios, either the R-phase of the last job that executes on
core πr during Wi,l (e.g., see Figure 8a) or the A-phase of the first job that executes on core πr during Wi,l
(e.g., see Figure 8b) cannot participate in the bus blocking. This leads to the following Lemma.
Lemma 4. If Nπl (Wi,l ) = Nπr (Wi,l ), then the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the local
core πl due to tasks running on a remote core πr in any time interval Wi,l is upper bounded by Busi,r (Wi,l ),
given by:
N̂πr
N̂πr
X
X
A
R
A
R
(12)
Busi,r (Wi,l ) =
Cr,x +
Cr,y
− min( min {Cr,x
}, min {Cr,y
})
x=1
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∀x∈MrA

y=1

∀y∈MrR

Proof. We prove the lemma using the following two observations:
Observation 1. If the A-phase of the first job on core πr participates to the bus blocking of any job of
core πl released during Wi,l , then the first bus blocking is composed of only an A-phase (see Property 5.2)
while the rest of the bus blockings can be composed of one R- and one A-phase of two different jobs running
on πr within Wi,l (see Property 5.1). Consequently, the R-phase of the last job executing on core πr within
Wi,l cannot participate to Busi,r (Wi,l ). Since we do not know which job on core πr will be the last to
execute during Wi,l , we assume that the job with the smallest R-phase is the last job that executes on core
R
πr during Wi,l , given by min {Cr,y
}, (e.g., see Figure 8a).
∀y∈MrR
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Observation 2. If the A-phase of the first job on core πr does not block the memory phase of any
job of core πl released during Wi,l (the first bus blocking is composed of an R-phase of the first job and an
A-phase of any other job executed on πr within Wi,l (see Property 5.1)), then all memory phases except the
A-phase of the first job executed on πr within Wi,l can contribute to Busi,r (Wi,l ). Since we do not know
which job on core πr will execute first within Wi,l , we assume that the job with the smallest A-phase is the
A
}. See Figure 8b
first job that executes on core πr and the length of that A-phase is given by min {Cr,x
∀x∈MrA
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for an example scenario.
Building on the above observations, the maximum bus blocking Busi,r (Wi,l ) is given by the sum of all
PN̂πr A
PN̂πr R
the memory phases (expressed as x=1
Cr,x + y=1
Cr,y ) except the smallest memory phase, i.e., either
A
R
}, min {Cr,y
})) of tasks released on core πr during Wi,l . The
A- or R-phase (expressed as min( min {Cr,x
∀x∈MrA

∀y∈MrR

Lemma follows.
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5.3.3. Maximum Bus Blocking Computation for Case 3
If Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), then at most Nπl (Wi,l ) bus blockings can be caused by tasks running on core
πr to tasks executing on core πl during Wi,l . To extract the Nπl (Wi,l ) A and R-phases with the largest
execution times among all jobs that execute on πr during Wi,l , we first divide the set MrA (resp. MrR ) into
two subsets namely MrAH and MrAL (resp. MrRH and MrRL ). The subset MrAH (resp. MrRH ) contains
Nπl (Wi,l ) A-phases (resp. R-phases) with the largest execution times while the rest of the A-phases (resp.
R-phases) are in the subset MrAL (resp. MrRL ). Formally, these subsets are defined as follows:
A
A
A
MrAH ={Cr,1
, Cr,2
, . . . , Cr,
N̂
A
MrAL ={Cr,
N̂

πl +1

A
, Cr,
N̂

πl +2
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πl +1

R
, Cr,
N̂

πl +2

A
A
| Cr,x
≥ Cr,x+1
}

A
, . . . , Cr,
N̂

R
R
R
MrRH ={Cr,1
, Cr,2
, . . . , Cr,
N̂
R
MrRL ={Cr,
N̂

πl

πl

πr

A
A
| Cr,y
≥ Cr,y+1
}

R
R
| Cr,x
≥ Cr,x+1
}

R
, . . . , Cr,
N̂

πr

R
R
| Cr,y
≥ Cr,y+1
}

where N̂πl = Nπl (Wi,l ) and can be computed using Equation 9.
We then identify two possible sub-cases:
Sub-case 3.1: All the elements of the MrAH and MrRH subsets can participate in the N̂πl number of
bus blockings such that each bus blocking is composed of one R and one A-phase of tasks released on a
remote core πr during any time window of length Wi,l . The maximum bus blocking in this sub-case can be
simply derived by considering the sum of all the A- and R-phases in MrAH and MrRH subsets. We discuss
this sub-case in Lemma 5.
Sub-case 3.2: At least one element of the MrAH or MrRH subset cannot participate in the N̂πl number
of bus blockings. This can only happen if all elements of MrAH and MrRH are associated to the same set
of jobs. In other words, the A- and R-phases pertain to the exact same job. In this sub-case, one memory
phase in MrAH or MrRH does not participate to the bus blockings. This sub-case is discussed in Lemma 6.
Lemma 5. If all the elements of the MrAH and MrRH subsets can participate in the N̂πl number of bus
blockings, then the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the local core πl due to tasks
running on a remote core πr in any time interval Wi,l is upper bounded by Busi,r (Wi,l ), given by
Busi,r (Wi,l ) =

N̂πl
X

x=1
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A
Cr,x

+

N̂πl
X

R
Cr,y

(13)

y=1

A
R
A
where Cr,x
(resp. Cr,y
) is the execution time of an A-phase (resp. R-phase) such that Cr,x
∈ MrAH (resp.
R
RH
Cr,y ∈ Mr ).

Proof. If all elements of MrAH and MrRH subsets can participate in N̂πl number of bus blockings caused by
πr such that each bus blocking is composed of one R- and one A-phase of two jobs, then all the memory
phases of MrAH and MrRH can participate in the bus blocking. Since MrAH and MrRH are the subsets that
contain memory phases with the largest execution times, the maximum bus blocking that can be caused by
tasks running on core πr to tasks running on core πl in any time window of length Wi,l is upper bounded by
summing all the memory phases in the MrAH and MrRH subsets. The sum of the WCET of all the A-phases
PN̂π A
PN̂πl R
(resp. R-phases) in subset MrAH (resp. MrRH ) is given by x=1l Cr,x
(resp.
y=1 Cr,y ). Consequently,
Equation 13 bounds the maximum bus blocking for this sub-case. The Lemma follows.
Lemma 6. If at least one element of the MrAH or MrRH subset cannot participate in the N̂πl number of
bus blockings, then the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the local core πl due to tasks
running on a remote core πr in any time interval Wi,l is upper bounded by Busi,r (Wi,l ), given by
Busi,r (Wi,l ) =

N̂πl
X

x=1

A
Cr,x

+

N̂πl
X
y=1



R
A
A
R
R
Cr,y
− min ( min {Cr,x
} − max {Cr,y
}), ( min {Cr,x
} − max {Cr,y
})
∀x∈MrAH

∀y∈MrAL

∀x∈MrRH

∀y∈MrRL

(14)

13

A
R
}) returns the smallest element of
min {Cr,x
} (resp.
min {Cr,x
∀x∈MrAH
∀x∈MrRH
A
R
} (resp. max {Cr,y
}) returns the largest element of MrAL (resp.
max {Cr,y
∀y∈MrRL
∀y∈MrAL

where
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MrRL ).

Proof. We know that core πr can cause at most N̂πl bus blockings in which each bus blocking can be from
one R- and one A-phase of two different jobs. To derive the maximum bus blocking, it is necessary to
consider all the elements of MrAH and MrRH subsets as they contain the memory phases with the largest
execution times. However, if all the elements of MrAH and MrRH are associated to the exact same set of jobs
of core πr , then it is not possible to obtain N̂πl bus blockings such that each bus blocking is composed of
one R- and one A-phase of two different jobs of core πr . In such a scenario, at-least one memory phase from
either MrAH or MrRH cannot participate to the bus blocking. This happens because either an A-phase (i.e.,
an element from MrAH ) or an R-phase executing on πr (i.e., an element from MrRH ) cannot participate to
the bus blockings. As Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), one memory phase from MrAL or MrRL subset can participate
such that N̂πl bus blockings can be obtained in which each bus blocking is composed of one R- and one
A-phase of two different jobs of core πr .
Considering the above, the bus blocking is maximized when the non-participating memory phase in
MrAH or MrRH is smallest and the participating memory phase in MrAL or MrRL is largest. This is achieved
PN̂πl A
PN̂πl R
AH
by first considering the term
and MrRH
x=1 Cr,x +
y=1 Cr,y which sums all the elements of Mr
AH
RH
subset. Then, the next step is to remove an element from Mr or Mr and add an element from MrAL
or MrRL such that the bus blocking is maximized. This is achieved by first computing the difference
between the smallest element of MrAH (resp. MrRH ) and largest element of MrAL (resp. MrRL ), expressed
A
A
R
R
as ( min {Cr,x
} − max {Cr,y
}), ( min {Cr,x
} − max {Cr,y
}). Finally, we take minimum of the
∀x∈MrAH
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MrAH (resp. MrRH ); and

∀y∈MrAL

∀x∈MrRH

∀y∈MrRL

difference between the smallest element of MrAH (resp. MrRH ) and largest element of MrAL (resp. MrRL )
and subtract it from the sum of the WCET of all the elements of MrAH and MrRH . The Lemma follows.
5.4. Bus Blocking Analysis for all Remote Cores
Under the FCFS bus arbitration policy, a task τi executing on the local core πl will suffer the worstcase bus blocking when tasks released on all other remote cores, i.e., ∀πr ∈ m \ πl , execute their memory
phases before τi . Considering that when we only have one remote core πr bus blocking can be derived using
Lemma 1 to Lemma 6. Similarly, to consider the worst-case under the FCFS bus arbitration, we need to
repeat the same procedure for each remote core with respect to the core under analysis.
The total bus blocking that can be suffered by tasks that execute on the local core πl during Wi,l due to
tasks running on all remote cores is denoted by Busmax
i,l (Wi,l ) and is computed using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Computing the total bus blocking that can be suffered by tasks that execute on the local core
πl due to tasks running on all remote cores during Wi,l
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
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Busmax
i,l (Wi,l ) := 0
for πr ∈ [1, m] such that πr ̸= πl do
Busi,r (Wi,l ) := 0
Compute Nπl (Wi,l ) using Lemma 1.
Compute Nπr (Wi,l ) using Lemma 2.
Compute Busi,r (Wi,l ) using Lemma 3 up to Lemma 6.
Busmax
i,l (Wi,l )+ = Busi,r (Wi,l )
end for
Total bus blocking suffered by core πl during Wi,l due to all remote cores is given by Busmax
i,l (Wi,l )

Algorithm 1 iterates over all remote cores by first computing the value of Nπl (Wi,l ), and Nπr (Wi,l ), (line
4 and 5 ) for each remote core πr . It then computes the maximum bus blocking Busi,r (Wi,l ) that can be
caused by tasks running on core πr during Wi,l using Lemma 3 to Lemma 6 (line 6). Finally, line 7 computes
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(a) Bus blocking under DMAM

(b) Bus blocking under FMAM

Figure 9: Maximum bus blocking for DMAM and FMAM

Busmax
i,l (Wi,l )

the total bus blocking
that can be suffered by tasks that execute on the local core πl during
any time interval of length Wi,l due to tasks running on all remote cores by summing the bus blocking
caused by each remote core πr ∈ [1, m] such that πr ̸= πl .
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6. Bus Blocking Analysis for the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM)
In the DMAM, each core is allowed to execute up to two memory phases, i.e., the R-phase of a job
and the A-phase of a subsequent next job, whenever it accesses the bus. However, to realize the DMAM
in an actual system, a hardware/software mechanism will be required to manage the control of the bus,
ensuring that each core will be able to execute an R-phase and an A-phase of any two jobs. Considering
that the implementation of such hardware/software mechanism is non-trivial, a possible alternative is to use
the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM) that distributes the bus bandwidth among the cores in a fairer
manner. The following example demonstrates an example scenario where the FMAM can tightly bound the
bus blocking of tasks in comparison to the DMAM.
Example 1: Let τi be the task under analysis which is executing on core πl along with a higher priority
task τh . Both τi and τh execute one job each during the level-i busy window Wi,l . During the same time
interval of length Wi,l , tasks executing in parallel on core πr releases several jobs, e.g., greater than 3.
Figure 9a and 9b shows the task execution schedule under the DMAM and the FMAM, respectively.
Under the Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM), for each bus blocking suffered by the tasks
executing on the local core, there can be a combination of one R- and one A-phase of tasks released on the
remote core πr that can cause bus blocking. Knowing that two jobs are released on core πl during the level-i
busy window Wi,l and τi is the lowest priority task on that core, the maximum number of bus blockings that
can be suffered during Wi,l are three (see Lemma 1). Consequently, considering that each bus blocking from
the remote core πr may be composed of two memory phases, i.e., an R-phase followed by an A-phase, as
shown in Figure 9a. The worst-case bus blocking that will be suffered during Wi,l will be equal to the sum of
the WCET of six memory phases of tasks released on core πr .
By definition of the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM), each core can execute only one memory
phase during an access to the bus. So, in the worst-case, each memory phase that executes on the local core
can suffer bus blocking from a memory phase executing on the remote core. Considering the scenario shown
in Figure 9b, four memory phases are executed on core πl during Wi,l . Therefore, the maximum bus blocking
that can be suffered by all tasks executing on core πl during Wi,l is also upper bounded by the sum of the
WCET of four memory phases that execute on core πr during Wi,l .
The simple example presented above shows that the FMAM can provide tighter estimates on the bus
blocking suffered by the 3-phase tasks under an FCFS bus arbitration scheme. However, before we formally
present the bus blocking analysis for the FMAM in Section 6.2 and 6.3, we will first introduce some properties
pertaining to the model.
6.1. Useful Properties for the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM)
Property 6.1. During the level-i busy window, the local core always executes an A-phase after the execution
of an R-phase except for the A-phase of the first job and the R-phase of the last job that executes on the
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(a) Scenario 1 of Property 6.2

(b) Scenario 2 of Property 6.2

Figure 10: Bus blocking suffered by a pair of one R and one A-phase on the local core

local core during the level-i busy window.
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Proof. By the definition of the level-i busy window, the workload due to tasks in hepi,l taskset remains
positive at all time instances within the level-i busy window except at the boundaries. So, within the level-i
busy window whenever a job of tasks in hepi,l completes its R-phase, there is always a job that is ready
to execute its A-phase; otherwise, the level-i busy window terminates with the execution of the R-phase.
Therefore, within the level-i busy window, it is only the A-phase of the first job that does not execute after
any R-phase on the local core because the level-i busy window begins with that A-phase. Similarly, the
level-i busy window completes when the R-phase of the last job executes on the local core; thus, another
A-phase does not execute. The property follows.
Property 6.2. For each pair of R and A memory phases that are to be executed sequentially on the local
core πl during the level-i busy window, the bus blocking that can be caused by tasks executing on the remote
core πr will always be composed of one A-phase and one R-phase.
Proof. As proven in Property 6.1, during the level-i busy window, the local core always executes an A-phase
after the execution of R-phase except the A-phase of the first job and the R-phase of the last job that
executes during the level-i busy window. Now, if the bus blocking is suffered by both the memory phases
in a pair (i.e., an R-phase followed by an A-phase), then the bus blocking that can be caused by tasks
executing on the remote core πr to that pair of R- and A-phases will also be composed of one A-phase and
one R-phase. To explain further, consider the following scenarios.
Scenario 1: If an R-phase and a subsequent A-phase executing on the local core both suffer blocking
from the remote core, then, if the blocking of the first R-phase is caused by an A-phase of the remote core,
the bus blocking suffered by the next A-phase of the local core will intuitively be caused by R-phase of the
remote core due to the 3-phase task model (e.g., see Figure 10a).
Scenario 2: If an R-phase and a subsequent A-phase executing on the local core both suffer blocking
from the remote core, then, if the blocking of the first R-phase is caused by an R-phase of the remote core,
the blocking suffers by the next A-phase of the local core will intuitively be caused by A-phase of the remote
core due to the 3-phase task model (e.g., see Figure 10b).
Hence, for each pair of R and A memory phases that are to be executed sequentially on the local core πl
during the level-i busy window, the bus blocking that can be caused by tasks executing on the remote core
πr will always be composed of one A-phase and one R-phase. The property follows.
6.2. Bounding the Number of Bus Blockings for the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM)
Similarly to the DMAM, we first compute the values of Nπl (Wi,l ) and Nπr (Wi,l ) for the FMAM. The
computation of Nπl (Wi,l ) and Nπr (Wi,l ) for the FMAM are given by the following lemmas.
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Figure 11: Maximum number of bus blockings suffered by the local core during Wi,l when lpi,l = ∅

Figure 12: Maximum number of bus blockings suffered by the local core during Wi,l when lpi,l ̸= ∅

Lemma 7. The maximum number of times that tasks executing on the local core πl can suffer bus blocking
in any time interval of length Wi,l is upper bounded by Nπl (Wi,l ), where Nπl (Wi,l ) is given by:
(P
(
η + (Wi,l ) × 2) + 1, if lpi,l ̸= ∅
(15)
Nπl (Wi,l ) = P τh ∈hepi,l +h
otherwise
τh ∈hepi,l ηh (Wi,l ) × 2,
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Proof. We prove this lemma using two possible scenarios by considering the priority of τi ∈ πl :
Scenario 1. Task τi is the lowest priority task of the local core: In the FMAM, each core can
execute at most one memory phase during an access to the bus. This also implies that each memory phase
that executes on the local core πl can suffer bus blocking. Knowing that each task in hepi,l that executes on
the local core during Wi,l can release at most ηh+ (Wi,l ) jobs and each job has 2 memory phases (i.e., A-phase
and R-phase), the maximum
P number of bus blockings that can be suffered by all the tasks in hepi,l during
Wi,l is upper bounded by τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) × 2 (e.g., see Figure 11).
Scenario 2. Task τi is not the lowest priority task of the local core: If task τi is not the lowestpriority task, one job of a lower-priority task, e.g., τj ∈ lpi,l , can cause blocking to tasks in hepi,l , when τj
starts executing before the start of the level-i busy window. Nevertheless, there is the need to account for
the bus blocking that can be suffered by τj while executing its R-phase as it can impact the length of the
level-i busy window3 . Therefore, the maximum number of bus blockings that can
P be suffered by tasks that
execute on core πl during any time interval of length Wi,l is upper-bounded by ( τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) × 2) + 1
when lpi,l ̸= ∅ (e.g., see Figure 12). The Lemma follows.

Lemma 8. The maximum number of times that tasks running on a remote core πr can cause bus blocking
in any time interval of length Wi,l is upper bounded by Nπr (Wi,l ), where Nπr (Wi,l ) is given by:
X
ηu+ (Wi,l ) × 2
Nπr (Wi,l ) =
(16)
τu ∈Γ′r
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Proof. Due to the nature of the FMAM, each time the bus blocking is suffered by the local core, a remote
core can cause bus blocking using one memory phase. Furthermore, the maximum number of jobs released
by a task τu on a remote core πr during Wi,l is upper bounded by ηu+ (Wi,l ). This implies that the maximum
number of bus blockings that can be caused by a task τu released on a remote core πr during Wi,l is upper
3 We do not need to account for the bus blocking that can be suffered by τ ∈ lp
j
i,l while executing its A-phase as the
τj ∈ lpi,l has started its A-phase execution before the start of the level-i busy window.
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bounded by ηu+ (Wi,l ) × 2, i.e., using its A- and R-phases. Consequently, the maximum number of bus
blockings
that can be caused by all tasks released on a remote core πr during Wi,l is upper-bounded by
P
+
′
τu ∈Γ′r ηu (Wi,l ) × 2 where Γr is the set of all tasks that are assigned to core πr . The Lemma follows.

6.3. Maximum Bus Blocking Computation for the Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM)
Having bounded the values of Nπl (Wi,l ) and Nπr (Wi,l ), we can now derive the maximum bus blocking
Busi,r (Wi,l ) that can be suffered by the local core πl from a remote core πr in any time interval of length
Wi,l using the following cases.
• Case 1: Nπl (Wi,l ) ≥ Nπr (Wi,l ), i.e., the maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered by
tasks executing on core πl is greater than or equal to the maximum number of bus blockings that can
be caused by tasks running on core πr in any time window of length Wi,l . The maximum bus blocking
computation for this case is given in Lemma 9.
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• Case 2: Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), i.e., the maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered by
tasks executing on core πl is less than the maximum number of bus blockings that can be caused by
tasks running on core πr in any time window of length Wi,l . The maximum bus blocking computation
for this case is given in Lemma 10.
Lemma 9. If Nπl (Wi,l ) ≥ Nπr (Wi,l ), then the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the local
core πl due to tasks running on a remote core πr in any time interval Wi,l is upper bounded by Busi,r (Wi,l ),
given by:
X
ηu+ (Wi,l ) × (CuA + CuR )
Busi,r (Wi,l ) =
(17)
τu ∈Γ′r
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Proof. By Lemma 7, we know that the local core can suffer at most Nπl (Wi,l ) bus blockings that are caused
by tasks running on a remote core πr during Wi,l . As the exact schedule of the tasks executing on a remote
core cannot be predicted, for Nπl (Wi,l ) ≥ Nπr (Wi,l ), all the bus blockings caused by core πr in any time
interval of length Wi,l can impact the tasks that execute on the local core πl . Consequently, the maximum
bus blocking that can be caused by a task τu released on a remote core πr during Wi,l , is upper-bounded by
the maximum number of jobs released during Wi,l times the sum of the WCET of its memory phases, i.e.,
ηu+ (Wi,l ) × (CuA + CuR ). Extending this result for all tasks, the maximum bus blocking Busi,r (Wi,l ) that can
be suffered by the local
P core πl due to the execution of all tasks released on a remote core πr during Wi,l is
upper bounded by τu ∈Γ′r ηu+ (Wi,l ) × (CuA + CuR ). The Lemma follows.
For case 2, as the maximum number of bus blockings that can be suffered by the local core is less than
the maximum number of bus blockings that can be caused by a remote core during Wi,l , we need to extract
a set of memory phases released by all tasks on a remote core during Wi,l that provide a safe and tighter
bound on the bus blocking. To do this, we first introduce the following notations:
Let P̂ denote the maximum number of jobs released by all the tasks in hepi,l during any time interval of
P
length Wi,l , i.e., P̂ = τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ). Let Q̂ denote the maximum number of jobs released by all tasks
P
on a remote core πr during any time interval of length Wi,l i.e., Q̂ = τu ∈Γ′ ηu+ (Wi,l ). These terms will be
r
later used to extract a given number of memory phases among all the memory phases released on a remote
core during Wi,l .
Now, we define MrAH and MrRH as ordered sets that contain the P̂ largest A-phases and R-phases,
respectively, released on core πr in a time window of length Wi,l . We assume that MrAH and MrRH are
sorted in a non-increasing order. Additionally, we define MrAL and MrRL as ordered sets that contain
remaining A- and R-phases, respectively, released on core πr in a time window of length Wi,l , sorted in a
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non-increasing order:
A
A
A
A
A
MrAH ={Cr,1
, Cr,2
, . . . , Cr,
| Cr,x
≥ Cr,x+1
}
P̂
A
A
A
A
A
, Cr,
, . . . , Cr,
| Cr,y
≥ Cr,y+1
}
MrAL ={Cr,
P̂ +1
P̂ +2
Q̂
R
R
R
R
R
MrRH ={Cr,1
, Cr,2
, . . . , Cr,
| Cr,x
≥ Cr,x+1
}
P̂
R
R
R
R
R
, Cr,
, . . . , Cr,
| Cr,y
≥ Cr,y+1
}
MrRL ={Cr,
P̂ +1
P̂ +2
Q̂
A
R
where Cr,x
(resp. Cr,x
) is the WCET of an A-phase (resp. R-phase) of a task released on a remote core πr
in a time window of length Wi,l .
⃗ r, Y
⃗r , and Z
⃗ r in order to simplify case 2 as follows:
⃗r , X
Furthermore, we introduce the terms V
R
⃗r = max(C A
V
, Cr,
)
r,P̂ +1
P̂ +1

⃗ r =C A + C R
X
r,P̂
r,P̂
⃗r =C A + C A
Y
r,P̂
r,P̂ +1
⃗ r =C R + C R
Z
r,P̂
r,P̂ +1
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⃗r returns the largest memory phase among
As MrAH , MrRH , MrAL and MrRL are ordered sets, the term V
AL
RL
⃗
all the memory phases in Mr and Mr sets. The term Xr sums the smallest A-phase of MrAH and the
⃗r sums the smallest A-phase in M AH and the largest
smallest R-phase of the MrRH set. Similarly, the term Y
r
AL
⃗ r sums the smallest R-phase in MrRH and the largest R-phase in MrRL .
A-phase in Mr . Finally, the term Z
Now we can compute the maximum bus blocking for case 2 using the following lemma.
Lemma 10. If Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), then the maximum bus blocking suffered by tasks executing on the
local core πl due to tasks running on a remote core πr , in any time interval of length Wi,l , is upper bounded
by Busi,r (Wi,l ), which is given by:
(P
PP̂
P̂
A
R
⃗r , if lpi,l ̸= ∅
Cr,x
+ y=1 Cr,y
+V
Busi,r (Wi,l ) = Px=1
(18)

P
P̂ −1 A
P̂ −1 R
⃗ r, Y
⃗r , Z
⃗ r , otherwise.
C
+
C
+
max
X
r,x
r,y
x=1
y=1

A
R
where Cr,x
(resp. Cr,y
) is the WCET of A-phase (resp. R-phase) that belongs to MrAH (resp. MrRH ) set.
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Proof. We prove this lemma using two possible scenarios on the basis of the priority of τi :
Scenario 1. Task τi is not the lowest priority task on the local core: It is proven in Lemma 7
that if task τi is not theP
lowest priority task of the local core πl , all tasks that execute on core πl during
Wi,l can suffer at most ( τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) × 2) + 1 bus blockings. As Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), we need to
P
extract ( τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) × 2) + 1 bus blockings that can lead to the maximum bus blocking that can be
caused by a remote core πr during Wi,l .
As proven in Property 6.1, during the level-i busy window, the local always executes an A-phase after an
R-phase, except the A-phase of the first job and the R-phase of the last job that executes during the level-i
busy window. Consequently, by applying Property 6.2 to all the memory phases that execute on core πl
during Wi,l , except the first A-phase and last R-phase that executes on core πl during Wi,l , the maximum
bus blocking can be bounded by taking the sum of the execution time of P̂ largest A- and R-phases released
on a remote core πr during Wi,l , i.e., using the sets MrAH and MrRH .
Furthermore, when lpi,l ̸= ∅, the level-i busy window starts when τi is released, but a lower priority task
τj has started executing its A-phase. Consequently, we do not need to account for the bus blocking suffered
by the A-phase of τj , i.e., the first A-phase that executes on the local core πl during Wi,l . Finally, the
maximum bus blocking that can be suffered by the last R-phase that executes on the core πl during Wi,l is
⃗r returns the largest memory phase (i.e., A or R-phase) among M AL and M RL
⃗r , where V
computed using V
r
r
sets. Hence, Equation 18 upper-bounds the bus blocking when lpi,l ̸= ∅.
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Scenario 2. Task τi is the lowest priority task on the local core: It is proven
in Lemma 7 that
P
if task τi is the lowest priority task executed on core πl then it can suffer at most ( τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) × 2)
P
bus blockings. As Nπl (Wi,l ) < Nπr (Wi,l ), we need to extract the ( τh ∈hepi,l ηh+ (Wi,l ) × 2) number of bus
blockings that can lead to the maximum bus blocking that can be caused by a remote core πr during Wi,l .
As τi is the lowest priority task, the bus blocking can also be suffered by the first job before its A-phase.
Consequently, Property 6.2 can be applied to all the memory phases that execute on core πl during Wi,l
except the first A-phase and last R-phase that execute on core πl during Wi,l . Therefore, the maximum bus
blocking that can be suffered by all memory phases except the first A-phase and last R-phase that execute
on core πl during Wi,l can be bounded by taking the sum of the execution time of P̂ − 1 largest A- and
PP̂ −1 A PP̂ −1 R
+ y=1 Cr,y .
R-phases (from sets MrAH and MrRH ) released on a remote core πr during Wi,l , i.e., x=1 Cr,x
The next step is to compute the maximum bus blocking that can be suffered by the first A-phase and
last R-phase that execute on core πl during Wi,l . To maximize the bus blocking that can be suffered by
the first A-phase and last R-phase that execute on core πl during Wi,l , we consider the two largest memory
phases (i.e., two A-phases, two R-phases or a combination of one A and R-phases) that were not considered
⃗ r,
in the P̂ − 1 largest A- and R-phases. This is achieved by taking the maximum among the values of X
⃗r , and Z
⃗ r where X
⃗ r returns the sum of the largest one A- and R-phase, Y
⃗r (resp. Z
⃗ r ) returns the sum of
Y
the WCET of two largest A-phases (resp. R-phases) released on a remote core πr during Wi,l that were not
previously considered in P̂ − 1 A- and R-phases. The Lemma follows.
Having bounded the maximum bus blocking Busi,r (Wi,l ) that can be suffered by tasks executing on the
local core πl due to the tasks running on a remote core πr during any time interval of length Wi,l , the next
step is to compute the total bus blocking Busmax
i,l (Wi,l ) that can be suffered by the local core due to all
remote cores. The total bus blocking Busmax
i,l (Wi,l ) that can be suffered by the local core due to all remote
cores during Wi,l can be computed using algorithm 1 by first computing Nπl (Wi,l ) (line 4) using Lemma 7,
Nπr (Wi,l ) (line 5) using Lemma 8, and the maximum bus blocking Busi,r (Wi,l ) caused by a remote core πr
(line 6) during Wi,l using Lemma 9 to Lemma 10.
Finally, having bounded the total bus blocking Busmax
i,l (Wi,l ) that can be suffered by the local core πl
due to all remote cores in the level-i busy window, i.e., Wi,l , under both the DMAM and the FMAM, the
length of the longest level-i busy window can be computed using Equation 8.
7. Schedulability Analysis
As proven in [19], to compute the WCRT of task τi , we need to determine the response time of each job
of τi that executes during the level-i busy window Wi,l . Therefore, we first compute the maximum number
of jobs of task τi that can execute within Wi,l using the following Equation.
Ki = ηi+ (Wi,l )
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(19)

To compute the response time of the k th job of τi that execute on the local core πl during Wi,l , i.e.,
denoted as τi,k,l , we first compute the latest start time of the R-phase of τi,k,l . This is due to the fact that
each job that executes on core πl during the response time of τi,k,l (including τi,k,l ) can suffer bus blocking
until the start of the R-phase of τi,k,l . The latest start time of the R-phase of τi,k,l on core πl is computed
using the following lemma.
Lemma 11. The latest start time of the R-phase of τi,k,l is denoted by sR
i,k,l and is given by the first positive
solution to the following fixed-point iteration:
X
max
A
E
max R
A
E
sR
ηh+ (sR
i,k,l = Clpi,l +
i,k,l − (Ci + Ci )) × Ch + Busi,l (si,k,l ) + (k − 1) × Ci + (Ci + Ci )
τh ∈hepi,l \τi

(20)
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Proof. The proof is divided into two steps. In the first step, we upper bound the contributions of tasks
executing on the same core to the start time of R-phase of τi,k,l . In step two, we upper bound the impact
of tasks running on all remote cores to the start time of R-phase of τi,k,l .
Step 1. Task τi can suffer blocking from at most one job from lower priority tasks in lpi,l . This blocking
max
i.e., computed using Equation 1. Knowing that k − 1 jobs of task τi may have
is upper bounded by Clp
i,l
been executed before τi,k,l , their contribution to the latest start time of the R-phase of τi,k,l is given by
(k − 1) × Ci . Finally, all jobs released by the higher or equal priority tasks in hepi,l except τi can cause
interference on τi,k,l until the start of its A-phase due to the fixed-priority non-preemptive scheduling. Hence,
the total interference that can be caused by a task τh ∈ hepi,l until the start of the A-phase of τi,k,l is upper
A
E
bounded by ηh+ (sR
i,k,l − (Ci + Ci )) × Ch , where Ch is the WCET of task τh in isolation. Effectively, the total
contribution from all tasks in hepi,l except τi to the start time of the A-phase of τi,k,l is upper bounded by
P
+ R
A
E
τh ∈hepi,l \τi ηh (si,k,l − (Ci + Ci )) × Ch . Furthermore, to compute the start time of the R-phase of τi,k,l ,
we add the WCET of the A- and E-phases of τi , given by CiA + CiE .
Step 2. It is possible that each job that executes on core πl can suffer bus blocking due to tasks running
on remote cores. Thus, the maximum bus blocking suffered by the local core until the start of the R-phase
R
of τi,k,l due to tasks of all the remote cores is upper bounded by Busmax
i,l (si,k,l ), using Algorithm 1 by first
computing the maximum bus blocking for the DMAM (computed using Lemma 1 to Lemma 6) and the
FMAM (computed using Lemma 7 to Lemma 10).
A
As sR
on both sides of Equation 20, it can be solved iteratively by initializing sR
i,k,l appears
i,k,l = Ci +
P
max
R
CiE + Clp
+ τh ∈hepi,l \τi Ch . The start time sR
i,k,l is given by the smallest positive value of si,k,l for which
i,l
Equation 20 converges. The response time Ri,k,l of τi,k,l can be computed by simply adding sR
i,k,l to the
WCET of the R-phase of task τi , i.e., CiR , as following:
R
Ri,k,l = sR
i,k,l + Ci

(21)

Finally, the WCRT of a given task τi can be computed by maximizing equation 21 over all jobs of τi that
execute during the level-i busy window. Hence,
max
Ri,l
= max {Ri,k,l }
k∈[1,Ki ]
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(22)

where Ki is computed using Equation 19.
As the WCRT is computed using fixed-point iteration, the time complexity of the WCRT analysis is
pseudo-polynomial in the sense that it enumerates all the jobs released by higher priority tasks and then
computes the maximum bus blocking for the DMAM and FMAM.
Note that task τi is deemed schedulable if its WCRT (computed using Equation 22) is less than or equal
max
to its relative deadline Di , i.e., Ri,l
≤ Di . A task set is deemed schedulable only if all tasks in that task
set are schedulable and the total bus utilization of the system is less than or equal to the capacity of the
bus, i.e., 1, since the memory bus is saturated otherwise.
8. Experimental Evaluation
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In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. To the best of our knowledge,
no work exists that focus on bounding the bus blocking for the 3-phase task model under the FCFS bus
arbitration scheme. A similar work [22] exists that focus on memory centric scheduling of PREM tasks
under partitioned fixed-task priority scheduling. The work in [22] considers a fixed processor priority bus
arbitration policy and allows global memory preemption, i.e., the memory phases running on higher-priority
processors can preempt the memory phases running on lower priority processors. This is different from the
proposed work as we assume that memory phases execute non-preemptively. To compare the performance of
our proposed Dedicated Memory Access Model (DMAM) and Fair Memory Access Model (FMAM) with the
work in [22], we consider two variations of the analysis presented in [22], i.e., with/without allowing global
memory preemption. The analysis that allows global memory preemption is the exact analysis presented
21
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in [22]. The analysis without global memory preemption is a slightly modified version of [22] to allow the
execution of non-preemptive memory phases.
To evaluate the performance of all the analyzed approaches, we perform two sets of experiments. A case
study experiment performed using task parameters obtained from the Mälardalen benchmark suite [18] is
presented in Section 8.1. Experiments performed using synthetic tasksets are detailed in Section 8.2.
8.1. Case Study
For the case study experiments, we use task parameters taken from Table 2 of [15]. Table 2 in [15] is
generated from the Mälardalen benchmark suite using the gem5 instruction set simulator by modeling a
quad-core multicore platform considering ARMv7 cores and a shared memory bus that connects the cores
to the main memory.
Although Table 2 of [15] contains several task parameters for the analyzed benchmarks, we only consider
the Processing Demand (PD) and Memory Demand (MD) of tasks in our experiments. Also, since we
consider non-preemptive task scheduling which can suffer from the long task problem, i.e., task sets that
contain some tasks with short deadlines and others with long WCETs are trivially unschedulable due to
blocking from lower priority tasks. This problem has been identified in the state-of-the-art, e.g., see Section
6 of [23]. Therefore, to circumvent this problem, we only selected benchmarks from Table 2 of [15] such that
the total WCET (i.e., P D + M D) of each task remains in the range of 2000 to 12000. Tasks’ parameters
considered for the case study experiments are given in Table 2. Instead of using the terms PD and MD (as
in [15]), we use the WCET of the phases and total WCET of tasks in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the
value of CiE is considered equal to the task’s processor demand, and the value of CiA + CiR is considered
equal to the task’s memory demand, and the total WCET of task is given by Ci = CiA + CiE + CiR .
Name
cnt
compressdata
compress
cover
duff
expint
fdct
fir
insertsort
jfdctint
ludcmp
nsichneu
petrinet
qurt
recursion
select

CiE
7765
3166
8793
3661
3121
8058
5923
6938
2218
7771
8278
8648
2272
8663
5564
7211

CiA + CiR
573
494
993
696
553
716
1088
1207
415
1086
768
1582
438
735
907
986

Ci
8338
3660
9786
4357
3674
8774
7011
8145
2633
8857
9046
10230
2710
9398
6471
8197

Table 2: Benchmark parameters used in the experiments.
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By default, we consider a multicore platform with 4 cores and a task set size of 32 tasks with 8 tasks per
core. For task-to-core mapping, we randomly map tasks to core while ensuring that each core has the same
number of tasks and the core utilization for each core is same. To assign the benchmark parameters to tasks
mapped on the cores, we randomly select a benchmark from Table 2 and assign its CiA , CiE , CiR , and Ci ,
values to a task. We then randomly generate tasks’ utilizations Ui using UUnifast discard [24] algorithm.
Having assigned the values of Ci and Ui , we generate the task period by using the equation Ti = Ci /Ui . The
task priorities are then assigned using rate monotonic [25] and tasks deadlines are equal to their periods.
In the case study, we performed two experiments by varying: 1) the core utilization (i.e., utilization
of each core); 2) the number of cores in the system, and compared the performance of all the analyzed
22

Figure 13: Varying Core Utilization
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approaches in terms of task set schedulability. In the results for the case study (and also for the experiments
in Section 8.2), the analysis for the dedicated memory access model is marked as “DMAM” whereas the
analysis for the fair memory access model is marked as “FMAM”. Similarly, the memory centric scheduling
approach of [22] is marked as “MC” and the memory centric scheduling approach of [22] without global
memory preemption is marked as “MC-NP”. In each experiment, 1000 task sets were generated per point.
1. Core Utilization: In this experiment, we vary the core utilization of each core in the range of 0.025
to 1 in steps of 0.025. As shown in Figure 13, the schedulability using all the approaches decreases with
the increase in core utilization. This is intuitive as increasing core utilization increases tasks utilizations,
which directly impacts the task period/deadline. We observe that none of the approaches were able to
schedule tasksets with core utilization higher than 0.60. This is mainly due to higher number of tasks in
the task set under the default configuration, i.e., for 4 cores we have 32 tasks in the taskset. Effectively,
this results in increasing bus blocking between tasks leading to reduced schedulability. However, we can
see in Figure 13, that the FMAM and DMAM analyses outperform the MC and MC-NP analyses. For
instance, at the core utilization value of 0.425, FMAM analysis was able to schedule 32.8% more tasksets as
compared to MC analysis and 44.7% more taksets as compared to MC-NP analysis. This is mainly due to
two reasons. The first reason is that unlike [22], the proposed analysis provides a fine-grained bus blocking
analysis using different cases, that account for different scheduling scenarios that can be observed on the
core under analysis as well as remote cores. This results in tighten the bound on bus blocking suffered by
the tasks. The second reason is that the proposed work shares the bus among all cores in a more fair manner
(e.g. FMAM), whereas the analysis of [22] assigns the bus to the higher priority cores. In such a case, there
can be a scenario in which even the highest priority task running on the lowest priority core may suffer bus
blocking from all the tasks released on the higher priority cores. On the contrary, the proposed analysis
bounds the bus blocking on the basis of number of jobs/memory phases that can suffer/cause bus blocking
during the response time of the task under analysis.
We also observe that the FMAM performs the best among all the analyses, whereas MC-NP performs the
worst. This is because FMAM distributes the bus among all the cores in a fair manner and due to the finegrained bus blocking analysis for FMAM. The MC-NP performs worse than MC as tasks can additionally
suffer the bus blocking from lower priority cores due to the non-preemptive execution of memory phases
under MC-NP.
2. Number of Cores: In this experiment, we re-do the previous experiment by varying the number
of cores along with the core utilization. The number of cores (m) was varied from 2 to 16 along with core
utilization that was varied from 0.025 to 1 in steps of 0.025. The percentage of task sets that were deemed
schedulable by all approaches for different values of m is shown in Figure 14. We can see that by increasing
the number of cores, the number of tasksets that were deemed schedulable by all the approaches decreases.
This is mainly due to the fact that increasing the number of cores also increases the number of remote cores
and the number of tasks in the taskset, which results in increasing the bus blocking that can be suffered by
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(a) Varying Core Utilization for m = 2

(b) Varying Core Utilization for m = 8

(c) Varying Core Utilization for m = 16

Figure 14: Varying the Number of Cores and Core Utilization
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the task under analysis from the remote cores.
We observe that the performance gain of FMAM and DMAM analysis against MC and MC-NP increased
with an increase in the number of cores, i.e., m = 8, 16. For instance, at the core utilization value of 0.125,
the FMAM analysis was able to schedule 79.3% more tasksets as compared to the MC analysis and 88.3%
more taksets compared to the MC-NP analysis for m = 16 as shown in Figure 14c.
On the other hand, we observe that the performance gain of the FMAM and DMAM analysis against
MC and MC-NP is reduced by decreasing the number of cores to m = 2. In fact, the MC analysis performed
almost the same as FMAM and DMAM for some core utilization values. We explain these variations in the
gain as follows:
An increase in the number of cores results in an increase in the number of remote cores. However, the
bus blocking suffered by the tasks using the proposed analysis depends on several cases/sub-cases. This
implies that even when the number of cores is increased, the bus blocking suffered by task under analysis
may not increase significantly as there may be a few tasks from remote cores that participate in the bus
blocking.
On the other hand, an increase in the number of cores results in increasing the number of higher priority cores, which can cause bus blocking to the lowest priority core. Consequently, the MC and MC-NP
analyses can be significantly impacted as even the highest priority task (i.e., task that has the smallest
period/deadline) running on the lowest priority core can suffer bus blocking from all the tasks released on
all the higher priority cores.
Interestingly, we also observe that for higher values of m, the difference between FMAM and DMAM
was significant. For instance, FMAM was able to schedule up to 67.7% tasksets whereas DMAM was able
to schedule only 38.9% at 0.15 core utilization for m = 16 as shown in Figure 14c.
8.2. Experiments using Synthetic Tasks
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In this section, we will explain the experiments that were performed using synthetic task sets to compare
the performance of DMAM, FMAM, MC and MC-NP approaches. The default configuration was a multicore
platform with 4 cores and a task set size of 32 tasks with 8 tasks per core. Task utilizations were generated
using Uunifast-discard algorithm [24]. Task periods were generated using log-uniform distribution in the
range of [100,1000]. In each experiment, 1000 task sets were generated per point.
The WCET Ci of each task τi was obtained by the product Ui × Ti . The memory demand M D for each
task was assigned randomly in the range of [10%, 50%]×Ci , i.e., M D = rand(10%, 50%) × Ci . The values
of CiA , CiE and CiR are then chosen such that CiA = CiR = M D/2 4 and CiE = Ci − (CiA + CiR ). Task
deadlines were implicit with priorities assigned using Rate-Monotonic [25].
We performed several experiments by varying: 1) the core utilization; 2) the number of cores; 3) the task
memory demands; and 4) the task periods.
1. Core Utilization: In this experiment, we varied each core utilization between 0.025 and 1 in steps
of 0.025 and plotted the number of task sets that were deemed schedulable by all the analyzed approaches,
4 Note

that for the analysis in [22] we consider a single memory phase of length M D.
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Figure 15: Varying Core Utilization

(a) Varying Core Utilization for m = 2

(b) Varying Core Utilization for m = 8

(c) Varying Core Utilization for m = 16

Figure 16: Varying the Number of Cores and Core Utilization
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i.e., DMAM, FMAM, MC, and MC-NP. The percentage of task sets that were deemed schedulable using all
the approaches for each core utilization value are shown in Figure 15. As shown in 15, the schedulability
of all the approaches decreases with an increase in the core utilization. This is intuitive as increasing the
core utilization can increase the values of Ci , CiA , CiE and CiR that can eventually increase the interference/blocking from the same core and bus blocking from other cores. We note that the overall task set
schedulability for all the approaches is quite low as no tasksets were schedulable at 0.50 core utilization.
This is intuitive as the MD value of tasks can be up to 50% of their WCET, which can directly contribute
to the bus blocking that can be suffered/caused by tasks. We observe that the FMAM analysis performed
slightly better than DMAM, as expected. As shown in 15, the MC analysis performs better than MC-NP.
This is intuitive because tasks can additionally suffer the bus blocking from lower priority cores due to the
non-preemptive execution of memory phases under MC-NP.
We can also see in Figure 15 that the proposed analysis for DMAM and FMAM outperforms the memory
centric scheduling analysis of [22]. In particular, at the core utilization value of 0.35, FMAM can schedule
up to 55.3% more tasksets as compared to MC-NP and up to 18.6% more tasksets as compared to MC.
Similarly, at the core utilization value of 0.35, DMAM can schedule up to 50% more tasksets as compared to
MC-NP and up to 13.3% more tasksets as compared to MC. As discussed earlier, the improved performance
of DMAM and FMAM over MC and MC-NP is mainly due to a more fine-grained bus blocking analysis
used by DMAM and FMAM.
Interestingly, we observe that no taskset is schedulable after the core utilization value of 0.475 using any
of the approaches as shown in Figure 15. On the contrary, almost all the approaches were able to schedule
tasksets up to 60% core utilization under the case study, i.e., see Figure 13. This is because the value of MD
is quite small in benchmark parameters given in Table 2 whereas the value of MD can go up to 50% × Ci
while randomly generating the tasks.
2. Number of Cores: In this experiment, we vary the number of cores along with the core utilization,
keeping default values for all other parameters. The number of cores (m) was varied from 2 to 16, and for
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each value of (m), the core utilizations varied from 0.025 to 1 in steps of 0.025. The percentage of task
sets that were deemed schedulable for different values of m by all the approaches are shown in Figure 16.
We can see in Figure 16 that by increasing the number of cores, the number of task sets that were deemed
schedulable by all the approaches decreases. This is mainly due to the fact that by increasing the number
of cores, the number of tasks in the taskset also increases, which results in increasing the bus blocking that
can be suffered by the task under analysis from the remote cores/higher priority cores. For example, for two
cores all task sets were deemed schedulable by all the approaches at the core utilization of 0.35 but no task
set was schedulable at the same core utilization when the value of m is increased to 8 or 16.
Figure 16b and 16c show that the FMAM, and DMAM analysis can outperform MC and MC-NP analysis
when the value of m is increased to 8 and 16. For instance, at the core utilization value of 0.20, the FMAM
analysis can schedule up to 41.1% more tasksets as compared to MC and 71% more tasksets as compared to
MC-NP for m = 8 (see Figure 16b). Similarly, at the core utilization value of 0.20, the DMAM analysis can
schedule up to 31.2% more tasksets as compared to MC and 61.1% more tasksets as compared to MC-NP for
m = 8 (see Figure 16b). This performance gains were further increased for m = 16 as shown in Figure 16c.
However, all the approaches perform almost similarly for m = 2. In fact, MC analysis was able to perform
better than FMAM and DMAM analysis for some of the core utilization values for m = 2 as shown in
Figure 16a. We explain these performance gains as follows.
As discussed earlier, MC analysis gets significantly impacted by increasing/decreasing the number of
cores as the analysis is based on processor priority whereas the FMAM/DMAM analysis is based on FCFS
bus arbitration in which the bus blocking depends on several cases and subcases. In particular, for m = 2,
under the MC analysis tasks running on only one core (i.e., all except the highest priority core) can suffer
bus blocking whereas under the DMAM and FMAM analyses, the tasks running on both the cores can
suffer bus blocking, i.e., 2x more than MC analysis, due to the FCFS bus arbitration. On the contrary,
for the m = 16, under the MC analysis tasks running on 15 cores can suffer bus blocking whereas under
the DMAM and FMAM analyses, the tasks running on 16 cores can suffer bus blocking, i.e., 1.066x more
than MC analysis, due to the FCFS bus arbitration. Therefore, the FMAM and DMAM analyses performed
significantly better than MC analysis at higher values of m, i.e., m = 8, 16, but performed slightly worse
than MC at some core utilization values for the lower value of m, i.e., m = 2.
3. Task Memory Demands: In this experiment, we varied the Memory Demand (MD) of tasks w.r.t
their WCET and analyzed its impact on the task set schedulability. Effectively, we used the value of MD to
determine CiA , CiE , and CiR such that CiA + CiR = M D and CiE = Ci − (CiA + CiR ). The value of MD was
varied from 0.05 to 0.95 (i.e., 5% to 95%) in steps of 0.05 and the number of task sets that were deemed
schedulable by all the approaches are plotted in Figure 17. We choose different sets of core utilizations
(denoted by U C ), i.e., 20%, 30%, and 40% to show the impact of MD on task set schedulability.
We can see in Figure 17 that for the values of core utilization of 20%, 30%, and 40%, the percentage of
tasksets that were deemed scheduled using all the approaches decreases with the increase in MD. This is
intuitive, as for higher values of MD, the values of CiA , and CiR also increase which may result in increasing
bus blocking. Furthermore, we observe that for lower values of core utilization the number of task sets that
were deemed schedulable by all approaches was much higher even for larger values of MD. For example, at
a core utilization of 20% (i.e., U C =20%), tasks with very high memory demand, i.e., up to 80% of their
WCET, were still schedulable as shown in Figure 17a. However, the taskset schedulability decreases rapidly
for higher values of core utilization as shown in Figure 17b, and 17c. Finally, we can also observe that the
FMAM and DMAM analysis outperforms the MC and MC-NP analysis. For instance, the FMAM analysis
was able to schedule up to 45.4% more tasksets as compared to MC and up to 69.8% more tasksets as
compared to MC-NP for MD value of 70% at 20% core utilization, as shown in Figure 17a.
4. Task Periods: In this experiment, we varied the period range of tasks’ and analyzed its impact
on schedulability. As we generate the WCET Ci of tasks using the task periods Ti , i.e., Ci = Ui × Ti ,
which is then used to generate CiA , CiE and CiR , therefore, the value of task periods can significantly impact
schedulability.
In this experiment, the core utilization was varied for three different period ranges, i.e., [100,1000],
[100,2000], [100,5000] and the percentage of task sets that were deemed schedulable using all the approaches
is shown in Figure 18. We observe that an increase in the period range has a negative impact on task set
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(a) Varying MD for 20% Core Utilization

(b) Varying MD for 30% Core Utilization

(c) Varying MD for 40% Core Utilization

Figure 17: Varying the Tasks’ Memory Demand (MD)

(a) Tasks’ Period in range of 100 to 1000

(b) Tasks’ Period in range of 100 to 2000

(c) Tasks’ Period in range of 100 to 5000

Figure 18: Varying the Tasks’ Period Range and Core Utilization
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schedulability. We explain these variations as follows:
Increasing the task period increases the WCET of tasks due to the relation between Ci and Ti , i.e.,
Ci = Ui × Ti . This in turn increases the blocking from one job of a lower priority task, i.e., a larger period
leads to a larger WCET which causes a larger blocking from lower priority tasks. This implies that increasing
the task period range increases the blocking caused by a lower priority task. This increase in lower priority
blocking also increases the length of the level-i busy window which may result in converging the level-i busy
window at a later stage due to additional jobs released by higher priority tasks. This causes a degradation in
task set schedulability when the period ranges are increased. However, we can still see that even for higher
values of task periods the proposed FMAM and DMAM analyses dominate the MC and MC-NP analyses.
9. Related Work
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The problem of timing unpredictability due to the shared memory bus in multicore systems is not
new [26] and many existing works already attempted to solve this problem [27]. Some approaches [7, 8, 9]
are based on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in which time slots are divided among cores and
a core can only access the memory bus in its defined time slot. Dasari et al. [12] proposed a response
time analysis considering the maximum bus interference for an unspecified work-conserving arbiter under
partitioned scheduling. A general framework for memory bus contention analysis that covers a wide range of
bus arbitration policies is proposed in [14]. Rashid et al. [16] proposed the cache persistence-aware memory
bus contention analysis for multicore systems. Even though these approaches are proposed to bound the
bus contention for partitioned fixed-priority scheduling, they are proposed for generic task models and are
not tailored for phased execution models.
On the other hand, approaches like [28, 29, 30, 31, 17, 32, 15, 33, 34, 35, 22] focus on phased execution
models. Maia et al. [17] focus on the bus contention analysis for the fixed priority 3-phase task model
under global scheduling. Arora et al. [32] proposed the bus contention analysis for the 3-phase task model
considering partitioned scheduling and round-robin bus arbitration. Since the bus contention analysis of [32]
was formulated for round-robin bus arbitration, it is based on the bus slot size and number of bus requests
performed during those slots. Davis et al. [15] proposed an extensible framework for multicore timing
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analysis. The authors compute the WCRT of tasks scheduled using partitioned fixed-priority preemptive
scheduling by incorporating the inter-core interference caused by co-running tasks due to shared bus, shared
main memory, and shared caches access. Works like [30] are based on memory centric scheduling in which
the access to the main memory is divided among all the cores in the system using TDMA. The memory
phases can then access the main memory during their allocated time slot. Recent work on memory-centric
scheduling [22] focused on a fixed-priority memory centric scheduler for COTS multiprocessors as the authors
suggest that TDMA may result in underutilization of the resource.
None of the above-mentioned works can be directly compared against the proposed approach in this paper
due to different set of assumptions followed. For instance, [29, 17] focus on global scheduling whereas [15]
presents a response time analysis by considering the inter-core interference due to various shared resources of
multicore systems. [33, 34] focus on a specific hardware architecture that has a dedicated I/O bus, dual-port
memories with DMA support, and scratchpad memories.
As discussed in Section8, the closest work that can be compared against our approach is [22] as it
proposed for fixed-priority non-preemptive PREM task model under partitioned scheduling and focus on
only one source of inter-core interference, i.e., main memory, and it assumes that the main memory can
handle only one request at a time. However, as the experimental evaluation has shown, our proposed
approaches outperform the analysis in [22] by providing a much fine-grained bus blocking analysis.
10. Conclusion
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In this work, we present a fine-grained analysis to compute the maximum bus blocking suffered by 3phase tasks scheduled using partitioned fixed-priority non-preemptive scheduling. We show that the bus
blocking suffered by the tasks executing on a multicore platform depends on the underlying memory access
model. As a consequence, we present the bus blocking analysis for two memory access models referred to
as the dedicated memory access model and the fair memory access model. For each model, the maximum
bus blocking is derived using different cases and sub-cases to emulate different scheduling scenarios that can
happen when concurrent tasks execute on a multicore platform and try to access the bus. This allows us to
achieve tighter bounds on the maximum bus blocking that can be suffered by the tasks as well as improves
taskset schedulability. We also show how the maximum bus blocking of tasks can be integrated into the
WCRT analysis of tasks. Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed analysis can improve the number
of task sets that are deemed schedulable by up to 88 percentage points, in comparison to a state-of-the-art
approach. As future work, we would like to extend our analysis to support different bus arbitration policies
and evaluate their performance against the proposed approach. We would also like to investigate the impact
of various task-to-core mapping strategies on the proposed analysis in a future work.
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